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Ivy 

 
In the eleventh of a series of articles on Raasay’s 
flora, botanist STEPHEN BUNGARD takes a look at 
Ivy 

 

In the British Isles, Common Ivy and Atlantic Ivy are the only 

native representatives of the botanical family Araliaceaea that 

is more often associated with tropical regions. Atlantic Ivy 

does not occur as far north as Raasay whereas Common Ivy 

(Hedera helix) can be found as ground cover e.g. near the 

distillery, climbing trees and walls, running through short 

moorland vegetation and even 
in shingle at the top of a beach. It is at its most  

spectacular, however, forming great masses on cliffs, 
I                      Ivy on Leac Cliffs © S. J.Bungard

 

especially in the east of the island. 

 

It grows in a variety of soil types, and is resistant to many harsh environmental conditions – 
being tolerant of both shade and exposure to sun and wind. 

 
The distinctive triangular lobed leaves, are replaced by  

 

elliptical or oval leaves on the flower-bearing shoots that  
 

form in bright light e.g. at the top of a wall. The small  
 

yellowish flowers form very late in the year and are  
 

followed by fruits that turn black which, as well as  
 

supplying vital late-season food for birds, bees and other  
 

insects, creates frost-free cover for birds and bats on  
 

winter nights. I have several times startled a tawny owl out  
 

of ivy on Raasay cliffs. They startled me, too.  Ivy fruit and elliptical leaves © S J Bungard  

  

 
When climbing, the plant forms small, aerial roots that enable the plant to cling on. Ivy isn’t a 
parasite and only uses trees or other structures for support; but while it doesn’t take nutrients from 
trees a really large burden can make them more vulnerable to gales. 

 
A few years ago researchers at Oxford University found that a 

covering of ivy acts like a "thermal shield", protecting walls 

against extreme temperatures which can cause them to crack. 

They found, however, that although ivy was positive in 

protecting intact walls it can pose a problem by spreading 

rapidly into the cracks of damaged buildings. 

 
There is at least one leaf-spot fungus that parasitizes ivy, 

but there are no records for Raasay. Ivy is said to be 

responsible for certain forms of dermatitis and skin rash in  
susceptible individuals, and the berries are moderately toxic            Ivy ground cover © S.J. Bungard to 

humans but apparently not to cattle. 

Stephen is Vice-county Recorder for the Botanical Society of Britain & Ireland for 

Skye, Raasay and the Small Isles. His website, including Flora of Raasay, can be 

found at tinyurl.com/Raasayflora OR bit.ly/Raasay, and his botanical blog can be 

found at skyeraasayplants.wordpress.com 

 


